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Journalistic description:  

Structures, reliability, installations safety and products quality are requirements that industrial 

sectors must take into account. The stake is to be able to guarantee the integrity of the structures. 

Industries have today a strong pressure to reinforce the reliability and the safety of their products, 

while improving their profitability and productivity. To take up this challenge, they are strongly users 

of on non destructive testing (NDT) which gathers methods aiming at providing information on the 

health of a part or structure without impairing its future usefulness.  

Among the existing NDT methods, Eddy current (EC) inspection is widespread, ensuring subjacent or 

surface breaking flaws detection. This method knows today a deep change to fulfil performances for 

detection of very small and deep flaws, while decreasing inspection time.  Classical winding coils are 

the most commonly used EC sensors, but their spatial resolution and sensitivity are limited because 

of the technology itself.  

In this context, magneto-resistive (GMR, TMR) sensors looks promising because of their frequency 

independent sensitivity, their small size, and their collective manufacturing process which facilitates 

the fabrication of array probes. To improve the performances of the EC method, IMAGIC aims at 

developing a new integrated magnetic imagery based on highly sensitive GMR and TMR array sensors 

that allow a very good spatial resolution. The objective is to lead developments to the 

industrialization of smart systems combining technological developments (array sensors, integrated 

electronics) with sophisticated treatment tools (sensor design, flaw characterization).  

 

Technical details:  

The aim of the IMAGIC project is to develop a new integrated magnetic imagery based on high 

sensitive and high spatial resolution magneto-resistive array sensors. The challenge of the project is 

based on development of probes compatible for NDT constraints in terms of sensitivity, dynamics of 

measurements, packaging and making of array sensors. Two kinds of applications are considered in 

the project: high frequency application related to the detection of surface flaws and low frequency 

application dedicated to the inspection of buried flaws.  
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Giant magneto-resistance sensors (GMR) and Tunneling magneto-resistance sensors exhibit a very 

high sensitivity in a large frequency range in combination with a low noise which provides the 

capability of detecting deeply buried flaws as well as surface breaking flaws. The small dimension of 

the active part of these sensors gives a spatial resolution and thus enhances the detection and sizing 

of small surface breaking flaws.  

GMR/TMR array based sensors developed in IMAGIC will enable the detection of buried and surface 

cracks being thus a potential eddy current sensor to be used in all applications where detection and 

characterization of these type of defects are being required. 

In order to achieve this goal, the project has been constructed around two objectives:  

The first one is to develop smart magnetic sensors arrays based on spin electronics which present the 

performances necessary for a very high NDT system performances. These sensors will contain a 

sensing array based on spin electronics, a CMOS electronics and the interface to an external 

computer. 

The second objective is to combine developed magnetic sensor arrays in order to produce a high 

performance magnetic imagery system. 


